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BBC News and 5 News (UK), English Sparkling Wine Stories 

Introduction 

1) Do you drink alcohol? What's your favourite drink? 

2) Does your country produce wine? What is it like? 

3) What drinks do you associate with the UK? 

Video, "English Sparkling Wine" 

You are going to watch a video about a new industry in England - sparkling wine production (channel 

5 News). Watch the video and answer the questions below: 

a) Why has there been a big increase in wine production in the UK? 

b) How many bottles will come from the 2016 harvest? 

c) Why is that area of England so good for making sparkling wine? 

d) What do the customers at the pub think of the wine? 

Would you try English sparkling wine? 

Are there any new industries in your country? Why have they become popular? 

 

Video, BBC News 

You are going to watch another video about the same news story. Listen and fill in the gaps below. 

"In the last year there's been an _________________ in the number of commercial vineyards in 

England..." 

"But that's still just a fraction of the number of wine making business over in France where the scale 

of production is in a completely different ________________ " 

"This is Rathfinny, one of the new  ___________    ________________  English vineyards..." 

"But he's exchanged hedges for an ________________ in what will eventually become 400 acres of 

vineyard." 

"The names of Ridgeview and Nyetimber have won the top _________________ in the world." 

"So we're now competing not just in the UK, but on a __________________      ________________ 

for sparkling wine." 

"We've also imported all the great ____________  __________ from France." 
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Vocabulary: Talking about Success in Business 

Think about your own country and add ideas to the sentences below. When you have prepared your 

ideas explain them to others. 

 

In the last ten years there's been an explosion in the number of ______________________ 

 

The scale of production of _____________________ is in a completely different league compared 

with 100 years ago.  

 

The large scale production of _______________________ could have a negative impact on the 

environment.  

 

An investment in _______________________ will greatly improve the economy of this country. 

 

My country is famous for winning top awards in _____________________. 

 

In the future, I think my country might compete on a global stage for  ___________________. 

 

Know how in _______________________ is essential for my country's development. 


